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ABSTRACf 
This researc.:h investigated if scaled pattern designs affect children's 
play behavicr, specifically play segment length. The sample induded 
three and four year dd children at a child development lalxratay. The 
behavicral setting analyzed was located in an existing quiet area during 
free play. Under ccntrd ccnditioos, the spatial area, 42" x 42" x 36", was 
regulated to validate the experimental ccnditions. Suqects acted as their 
awn ccntrds while playing under three ccnditions, antral and two 
experimental (large and small pattern applied to vertical surfaces). Data 
were ailected by observatim and video taped fcr reliahlity. 
Felt board and Fisher Price used as table toys, were rotated 
throughout the study. The arrival and departure of each suqect who 
played with the toys in the area were rerorded. Analysis of variance tests 
were anducted across cooditims. Results anfirmed that the small 
pattern scale conditirns augmented play segment length while subjects 
play with the felt board. Play with the Fisher Price toys was statistically 
insignificant. These results are applicable to design c:t envirrnments 
where attention span increases are desired. 
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1.0 INTRODUCfiON 
In the typical pre;chcrl, different activity areas and learning centers 
nurture the children's developmental needs. The staff selects a ranged toys 
and tasks to fa;ter social, emctiooal, and rognitive grCM'th. During free time, 
children seek cut and explcre the different types d play cppcrtunities. It is 
ncrmal that children prefer high interest, interactive toys. Cmsequently, since 
free play is limited in many preschools, children may net gain valual:ie 
exparure cr even adequate time with lesser interesting but developmentally 
impcrtant toys. Since areas during free play are self selected, attentirn must be 
given to enamrage children to experience the variety of play challenges in the 
envirooment provided by the preschool rurrirulum. Can alteratirns in the 
preschcrl dassrcx:.m increase play time with certain types d toys? 
Imagine the fdlONing scenario during free play. A child is walking 
throogh a preschool dassrcxm. Passing a group activity, the child is asked to 
partidpate by me d his cr her classmates. The child ccntinues to walk toward 
the quieter caner of the ra::nn. In the felt board area, the child sits at the table 
which is partitirned fran the rcx:.m by bcd<cases and a low screen. While 
playing with the felt OOat-d pieces, the child hears the ncrmal soonds that 
accanpany various play activities that are scattered throoghoot the rcxrn. 
There is a pause in felt l.xmd play as the child seemingly stares at the "walls" 
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surrounding this quiet area The child stands up and glances around the room, 
then leaves to jcin the other children 
Obviously, the child originally was not interested in the group play, but his 
cr her chcice for a quiet activity did not maintain interest. What if something 
alxrut the periphery influences this child to maintain or increase his or her 
play? Can modification of the near environment promote and enrourage play 
behavicr in children? 
Levy ( 1978) contends that social interactions are mere influential than the 
physical environment on play behavior. Furthermore, the environmental 
effects cannot be separated fran the social factors crntributing to play 
l:.Ehavior. However, the size and scope of the environment determines the 
types of activities cr sa:ial interactions that can feasibly OCOJr within a space It 
is known that the environmmt can be a a::nstant, stable influence on the play 
behavicr d children (Wenstein, 1987). Unlike peer interadioo which is subject 
to differences in age, mltun; and personalities, cr adult interadioo which is 
subject to the staff's interpretations d the children's needs cr the rurrirulum, 
the enviroornent is not as volatile 
The following thesis study examines haw the alteration of the micro­
envirooment, through additirn of scaled pattern design, can affect preschcd 
children's play behavicr. Essentially, this study investigates how a change in 
the preschcd envirooment (pattern scale) can alter spatial scale perception 
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(relative sized child to near envirrnment), to affect behavior (measured by 
length of time in play under scale conditirns). The underlying prindple is that 
perceptual scale changes relative to the individual will affect information 
processing (De Lmg 1981; 1985). 01anges in informatim processing which 
affect attentim span are rearded as variatims in play behavior, spedfically 
play segment length 
Interdisciplinaty research from the areas of environment and behavior and 
child development research prc:Nide the crnceptual frama.vork for this thesis. 
This interdisciplinary approach to play behavior and the envirmment was 
previously tested through a direct applicatim ci spatial scale changes in the 
environment De Long Teganq Moran, Brickey, Morrow, and Houser (in 
press) found that children advance into more a:rnplex forms d play behavior 
and engaged in them for longer periods of time under reduced scale crnditirns. 
This investigation is important to lxth designers and educators as an 
alternative way to change the environment inexpensively and effectively 
without extensive alteratim to preschcd environment cr rurrirulum. The 
remainder of this chapter focuses rn the following topics as a prdogue fcr this 
study: the importance c:i play in the lives of preschcrl (three and four year old) 
children, how the environment affects behavior, and scale as a factor 
influendng children's perception d the environment thus altering play 
behavior. 
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1.1 The Importance d Play in the Lives d Children 
"Play is real life fer children" (Tegano, Sawyers and Mcran. 1989, p. 93). 
Play is the prindpal means fer children to disrover and anquer their world. 
Through play investigations, where there are no right cr wrong answers, 
children will explore the immediate surroundings and realize their separate 
identities fran the environment and others (Gihsan, 1991). This prindple d 
dual percepticn is impatant to understand the effects d scale rn children. 
Adjustment to scale differences is dependent rn this awareness. 
Play explorations are crnsidered essential to children's prcx::esses of 
assimilation and accommcdation of the environment (Piaget, 1963, 1967). Thus 
children learn basic mechanisms of adaptatirn through play exparure to 
prol"iems. Children will imitate adult behavicr in situations and envirooments 
to establish their interpretation of proper behavior. A typical childhood game 
is u playing schCXJl", where a dominant child is the teacher and others assume 
student rdes. 
Child development experts contend that processes of play in preschools are 
precursors to later problem solving skill development (Vandenberg, 1980; 
Tegano, Sawyers and Moran, 1989). Play successes and failures are integrated 
into a child's coping and approach and tactics for later life tasks and problems. 
Adults planning a preschCXJl must orchestrate the space to provide serure, 
sprntaneous play cppcrtunities for preschoolers and thus, fadlitate the early 
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stages of problem solving. Matlin ( 1989, p. 301) cautions that ttproblem solving 
is difficult when people have developed a habitual way of responding to 
objects or problems". To understand hOIN the environment can fadlitate the 
development of gcx::rl problem solving methods, the direct relationship 
between envirooment and behavior must be understood. 
1.2 The Influence of the Environment on Behavior 
Lewin, one of the earliest researchers to emphasize the importance of the 
environment m behavior, stated: B = f [ E,P], (Lewin, 1951). Behavior (B) is 
equal to the function (f) of person (P) interacting with environment (E). The 
interaction of the person with the environment incorporates all 
activities. Interaction or behavior depends on factors of both the 
environment, such as location and size, and the person's age or size. 
Many behavioral responses are adaptations from previous 
in teractions with the environment which reflect ones's early training 
and association Piaget (1963, 1967) mnsidered adaptatioo a critical 
compcnent of his theory ci development Through processes of "assimilation 
and accommodatioo" , a mild will achieve an 'equilil:rium' between the 
environment and his or her coocept of the environment. It is noted that not all 
adaptation has positive cr aa:eptatie behavioral effects. 
Altman and Wdhwill (1978, p. 2) stated that " environmental stressors" 
such as ndse and crCJVVding may have a more detrimental effect on children as 
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compared to adults. They hypothesized that children have not learned 
sophisticated processes d coping. Adaptation to an inappropriately designed 
envircnment can result in an injurious behavior. 
Furthermore fcr a child, the envirrnment is regulated by adults. A child's 
explcraticns and fcrmal ena.tlturation at hcrne and schc.d estal:iishes a majcr 
portion of the child's roncept of the world. Hail (1966, p. 4) states that " the 
relatirnship between man and the a.tltural dimensioo is one in which both man 
and his environment partidpate in molding each other." 
The process is a continuous exchange between the internal world d the 
developing child and external infcrmation fran the envircnment. Developing 
children need sponscrship to achieve equilibrium and cope with the wcrld 
Every activity from eating, playing talking, and sleeping is affected� the 
environment (Lewin, 1951). 
1.3 Environmental Mcx.iels 
Several researchers have explcred ways to understand havv the 
envirrnmental system affects behavior. Fcr this thesis prqect, it is first 
important to comprehend havv the designed environment helps cr hinders 
functirning of people. Seccnd, it is pertinent to understand havv envirrnments 
promote repeated behavicr and allOJV people to predict patterns in similar 
crntex:ts. Finally, the design and scaled the environment prcrnotes certain 
behavicrs to occur. The sized the individual relative to the size ct the 
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environment defines certain guidelines for interactirn. 
The Designed Envirrnment as a Code 
Humans require a high degree of predictability for proper functirning. 
HCNVever, the envirrnmental system is vety romplex. By dassifying the 
environment we can u code" our surroundings through impasing order 
(De Lrng 1980, p. 261). People develop expectations similar to" stereotypes" 
when interacting with the environment. Through coding the environment is 
recognized as a discrete set of characteristics which is predictable to users 
(IRLong 1980). 
During crnstruction, the man made envirmment is encoded fer antidpated 
behavicr and a:rnmunication. A perSCll' s interadirn with the environment is 
the process of decoding the space For instance, any campus of higher learning 
will have two types of sidevt�alks. The first variety will be part of the aiginal 
design by the planners usually crnstructed of cement cr asphalt The second 
type of walkways that people typically use are shortruts across the grass. Mast 
designers do not a.nsider befcre assigning pathways (ccx.ii.ng) hD'vV the space 
will be defined by the end user. Zeisel (1976) suggests that vandalism sum as 
pathways rut across grass can be crntrolled or eliminated by waiting six 
mrnths after the school's cx::rupancy to pave. Users can define cr 'ena:x:ie' their 
preferred cr natural shortruts (Zeisel, 1976, p. 30). 
Faders such as age, gender, rultural background, disatilities, and physical 
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size may be predisposing people to decode the environment in ways different 
than intended or predicted by the designers. Often, the users cannot voice their 
problems with the environment or cannot verbalize limitations d designs. 
They automatically adap� often poorly, to the environment. The actual use 
and deax:ling process can be the reversed the expectations ci the designer 
who implanted "signals" in the environment for the decoding process. This is 
espedally important when designing for use by children Both home and 
education situations need to faster serure, suppcrtive environments for 
children which support the" need to mov� the need to feel ccrnfortable, and 
the need to feel canpetent in the setting" Olds (1979, p. 92). 
Phyfe-Perkins (1980) ccntends that children ccrne to school with various 
agendas, the envirooment that they enca.mter dres help to shape their 
interactions with it ( P.119). The quality ci interactirns with the envirrnment is 
dependent on the "environmental provisions" ( Olds, 1979). 
Environment provisions are similar to Barker's milieu, (1968) and GilNm's 
affordances (1979). Barker's miliru relates to the manmade and natural 
features which encompasses the behavior ( 1968, p.19). Affordances as defined 
by Gibsrn (1979, p. 127) are the" features ci the environment that are cifered to 
the animal, what it provides or furnishes, either fcr gcxxi cr ill The term 
affordances implies the mmplementarity ci the animal and the environment 
which is relative to the species." 
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Patterns of Behavior in the Environment 
A methcrl for measuring the structure of the environment and its impact on 
behavior is presented in Barker's Behavioral Setting Studies (Barker and 
Wright, 1955; Barker, 1963). Barker (1963) studied behavicr in natural settings 
to establish the principle of "standing patterns of behavior''. Behavicral 
pattern(s) oc.cur regularly in response to specific environments which he 
termed "behavicral settings". Standing patterns of behavicr are defined by 
unique characteristics that persist even when the participants change (Barker, 
1968, p. 18). The envirrnment will crnsist of a finite number of parts cr 
behavicr settings. The functional requirements of a behavioral setting are 
perceivalje prcperties that stem fran the relationship between environment 
and behavicr relationship to the individual (Barker and Wright, 1955, p. 31) 
In behavicral settings both human and nrnhuman crmponents are 
txrunded by time and space(Wicker, 1979). Essentially, the attributes of the 
envirrnment must be identified befcre subsequent behavicr can be accurately 
viewed as a function of the person and environment interaction. Carlsrn et al 
(1980) states that typical names fcr behavicral settings are defined by functirn 
and these names can 'signal' the appropriate behavicr. Fcr instance, preschool 
settings have multi-use areas whereby the standing pattern of behavior is 
determined by the time of day and the items made available fcr use by the 
staff. The use of large group tables found in mast preschools illustrates this 
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point. Vv'hile children are having snack cr lunch, the table supports the 
standing patterns ci behavicr fer eating. During ether hours, a table can be a 
o::x:Jking center, an art activity center, or the block center. Even when the 
children change in the setting, the behavicrs will remain a:mstant as defined by 
the time of day and materials. 
The staff knows that these areas are defined by the curriculum. However, 
the children may perceive that the staff cr the adults in charge establish the 
rules. These rules fcr use of spaces and the structure of time allocation within 
the dassroom are part of the fcrmal culture of the setting. Hall (1959, p. 70) 
explains that there is a triad (formal, infcnnal, and technical) defining haw 
people learn and experience the a.tlture of an environment In the preschcd 
setting, the definition ci activity areas and time are a:nsidered formal. All 
questirns have direct answers which reflect the schedule, rules, and 
expectatirns of the staff as defined by the type of curriculum Learning and 
information are transmitted through scma:Jne, typically the child, making a 
mistake and being promptly a:rreded by an adult or another child. All early 
learning begins with fcrmal cultural instructioo in childhcxxi. Once the rules 
are known, informal learning where "a1e looks to others for behavioral cues" 
(Hall, 1959, p. 70). The technical aspect occurs when a child is given reasoos fcr 
not behaving a rertain way in a setting. For instan� a child will be tdd not to 
thrCM! toys because somerne may be injured by his or her actions. 
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Affcrdances and Environmental Provisions 
Heft (1989) comments that Gil:Nn's affcrdance theory is generated from a 
relatirnal approach based rn the scale differences between the environment 
and the creature. Scale indicates for the individual whether cr not the 
environment affcrds a proposed actirn. Affordances are objectiv� physical 
attributes independent ci the person. For instance, a dining chair to an adult 
affords the adirn ci sitting at the table for a meal. A child restricted by his or 
her size relative to the scale of the chair cannot readily use the chair to sit at the 
table In crntrast, a 10\oV ledge along a walkway is a natural bench for a child 
Adults using the same surface have their knees in their faces. The ledge does 
not 'affcrd' the same adirn for the adult. 
Eleancr Gibson, wife ci the late James Gibson stated that "our relatirnship 
with the envirrnment is d� essential, direct system in which the 
environment and the creature maintain an equal and a reciprocal relationship 
that needs no interm�iaty ( Gil:son, 1991, p. 94). This reciprocity is dependent 
on the descriptirn of the environment relative to the scale ci the animal and the 
'positirn' of the animal within the setting." 
1.4 Scale Affecting Peaple-Envirrnrnent Relatirns 
Scale differences can affect behavior ci animals and humans in many ways. 
Dominance hierarchies are usually based rn the relative sizes ci animals within 
groups. Hall (1966, p. 14), in his introductirn toethdogical issues ci rehavior, 
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describes Me Bride's work on the sodal distances of animals. McBride 
contended that size of the group defines the social organization and behavior. 
The sized lx:th the individual in the group and the group rnntribute to the 
effects ci the space cr immediate environment an behavior. 
D1ing (1987, p. 136) states that" scale is related to propcrtion. Ibl:h scale 
and propcrtirn deal with the relative sizes of things." Since seale is a size 
relatirnship, it is always relative to the individual organism, or a standard 
Scale is one of the natural ways that we learn to" deaxie" cr interpret the 
environment. People use objects that are sized to standards such as floor or 
ceiling tiles to estimate the size of a rcx:m. People will use their avvn bcxiies as a 
scale reference to determine the height of a rcxrn. 
Warren and Whang (1987) report how people use their lxxiy size relative to 
a space as a scale reference to move through narrow openings. CJt.iects 
retween the observer and the horizrn (which is relative to the individual) are 
autanatically scaled to size fcr the observer in terms of their relationship to the 
horizon and his or her CJI.N11 height A later study by Warren (1990) repcrts how 
adults judged changes in the height of stairs based on their own height 
relative to the altered riser by employing knowledged their own height 
a:nnpared to a standard riser height. 
Hall (1966) states that man's perception ci space and potential movement is 
dependent on distance receptcrs which are the basic sensory prereptcrs 
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provided by the eyes, ears, and na;e The central nervous system relies an 
infcrmatian from the proprioceptors and exterioceptcrs. The propria:x:eptcrs 
are aitical to movement as a tracking mechanism of man's kinesthetic action in 
space People judge distance as a result ci the interactioo between rurrent 
infcrmatioo and past experience. Furthermcre, movement cxx::urring in the 
periphery d the visual field is exaggerated. The used regularly spaced trees 
along a street will slovv dovvn movement and traffic in an area Thus, 
people are affected t'o/ regulation of the scaled distances in the periphery 
(Hall, 1966, p. 71). 
In summary, the interactioos ci people with their enviranments affect 
behavior. Th Long's (1980) mcxiel of a:mmunication in the environment 
suggests that the envirooment is coded t'o/ designers and decoded when used 
by others. Prd:iems will exist when the enviranmental axle is different from 
the decoding abilities and expectations of the users. Barker's therny of 
standing patterns d behavicr can be used to isolate haw the environment and 
behavicr interactioo can be identified fer a partirular setting (Barker and 
Wright, 1955; Barker, 1963). The affordance theory t'o/ James Gibson (1979) 
illustrates that the environment cr objects in the envirrnment will present 
appcrtunities which are relative to the scale and intended actioos of the 
individual. Finally, people sulxx::nscicusly use their l:xxiy scale relative to the 
envirrnment to aa::ess their movement and capabilities. 
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1.5 The Importance a Scale 
and 
Scale as a Design Feature in the Presdlool 
In general, the built envirrnment is designed to adult scale. I:borways and 
ceilings of buildings are designed to accanmodate adult male figures which 
are one third larger that the average six year dd mild (Panero & Selnick, 1979). 
Sane aspects of the envirooment are adapted for children, but this is mainly for 
the safety d children and for the convenience d adults. Products such as car 
seats and high chairs make the adult environment more accessible by 
essentially functirning as physical scale adaptatirns. 
Areas sum as the preschool classrcx:m should provide for the scale needs 
d children while providing ease and accessibility of adult caregivers. Relative 
scalE; however, is always detennined by perception. Often the planner takes 
same areas under consideration, but in general, the environment is scaled for 
adult use Enviroomental manges must relate directly to a mild's perception 
of the environment instead ct an adult's, in important areas where scale is a 
factor. Adults must be careful to be aware of potential situatirns where 
behavicr may be a ramification of problematic ccping in the environment. 
The fdlawing example illustrates what happens when the envirrnment 
fails to support the needs of children in the adult scale wcrld Each morning, 
the children arrive to the preschod where this thesis prqect was conducted 
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with parents. The children enter into the classroom through the lobby, through 
the storage and restroom area (check-in) and are typically left to assume play 
with other children and adults. Mast mornings, transition ocrurs within the 
preschoo classrCXJm As the parent is leaving, many children want to wave 
good-bye as part of their separation ritual. A child will go to the dcxr which 
separates the dassrocm fran the lobby. The wood dcxr is a canbination 
panel, sash type wi th nine panes which begin at a height d 46" from the flcxr. 
The typical four year dd is approximately 42" to 44" tall. If an adult is not 
present, to lift the child to a hei ght to make eye contact, the children can use a 
step stod placed at the dcxr to provide acress. When this step is moved to 
facilitate the mobile carts fcr morning snack, then the children cannot see their 
parents to wave gocx.i-bye. Some children will quid<ly move en to other 
activities. There are others who will re grumpy and remain in an bellicose 
mood all morning due to their size limitation relative to the physical 
environment Consequently, the disappcinbnent of me or two children can 
affect the whole preschool. 
'Within preschools, standards such as the National Association for the 
Education of Young Children in conjunctirn with state and local requirements 
are used fcr designing preschod spaces(I<richevsky & Prescott, 1977). 
Unfortunately these address minimum standards which excludes attentirn to 
details which faster, and may alter, the child's perceptirn of the environment. 
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For instance, a given rCXJITl is typically divided into areas by square foot 
percentages to provide various play areas, instead of using the activities to 
regulate and determine the size of the spare. The reality is that many 
preschools are created to fit into existing spaces. RCXJJTI size, existing cpenings, 
and shape restrictions often govern space allocations and layout of preschool 
dassrCXJITls. In the coosideration of children's seal� existing spares can be 
partirnlarly diffirult for adaptation for children's use. 
Furniture and play items sized for children are used consistently in the 
preschcxi envirrnment. HCMrever, materials and finishes for many individual 
areas are decided without regard to scale perceptirn of children. A persrn's 
eyes are the prindpal means to gather informatioo about the envirrnment (Hall 
1966, p. 66). Aruity in perceptioo of actual objects is a rombination of rnrrent 
perceptirn and past experience, such in the case of camouflage In the animal 
kingdan, chameleonic measures will disguise animals fran prey and foe. 
Man's amity to perceive despite the animal's camouflage has contribJted to the 
near extinctirn of sane spedes. Movement through space is dependent rn the 
infcrmatirn reCEived through the senses as a means to stabilize the world. 
Hovvever, pravisirns for the visual variatioo ci preschcxiers are citen not 
considered or interpreted to children's scale and needs. 
Design rea:mrnendations deal with practical maintenance or matters of 
hygiene such as vinyl resilient tile under art areas. Surfaces for quiet areas and 
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caners for reading areas have been suggested to be "homey'' and canfortable 
(Krichevsky & Prescot� 1977). An adult might view a vinyl wvering placed 
under a table as another surface which keeps the carpet beneath dean, but to a 
child the surface is another 'break' or transitirn in the floor. Olildren might 
fantasize that the new surface is a new play castle or a far away land while 
playing in the area 
This study investigates the addition of related large and small pattern 
designs to play micro-environments to measure the effect rn the length of time 
in play. Minimal research is available on this topic. Must perceptual studies 
frcm psychology focus on oqErl perceptim or threshdds of perception. 
Research with children has been limited to perceptirn of figure ground 
relationships (Millar, 1974) and what immediately surrounds an object ci play. 
The canplexity of pattern and design have been addressed as a feature of the 
toy (Gramza & Schdtz, 197 4). Little is known al.xJut pattern design as an 
attribute of the surrounding near environment. 
Perceived scale of objects in the envirrnment can be related to the 
embellishment or design of the ol::!iErl. Pattern design on an oqErl can be 
distracting in the scale assessment process. In design, pattern is related both to 
scale (size of the design motif) and rhythm (repeat and/or distance between 
repetitions ci the motif). The rhythm of the pattern may be a stimulus affecting 
perceptual processes. For this thesis projErl, bol:h of these factors are relevant. 
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Simple rhythmic pattern designs with regulated scale changes may prcduce 
rehavioral changes relative to children's activities such as play. 
1.6 The Effects of Pattern Design as a Stimulant 
Mast stimulus studies report that pattern designs which are busy and full 
of crntrasts are very stimulating. Santosefano (1978) reports that learning 
disabled children cannot functirn well when exposed to highly stimulating 
disruptirns on asscx:iation tests. HOINever, this work amcentrated on children 
in atypical environments with specialized tests. The natural environment 
where children exist requires a different approach. 
Hyperactive dlildren may benefit frcrn a stimulus rich envirmment (Olds, 
1979, a ). These children may re freed frcrn relying on their 0\NTI activity for 
required nervous system stimulation; and may settle into activity for sustained 
pericds a time if the conditions are right. 
The primitive awareness of scale and the subsequent stimulation d 
individuals was documented by Oliver Sad<.s (1973). Sacks wcrked with the 
patients who had crntracted sleeping sickness cr encephalitis lethargica. 
Pcrtions of his documentary novel, Awakenings, describe hOIN he stumbled on 
the fact that environmental stimuli sum as pattern elidted a response or 
"awakening" in his patients who appeared to be in a trance or sleeping. Two 
independent cases where pattern design in the environment prompted 
responses fran the patients were imp:rtant to the doctor's development of a 
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theory to justify treatment with the drug L-DOPA a stimulant. 
The first instance involved a subject who seemed to be watching a 
television which appeared to be out of focus as if sanerne purposely disrupted 
the vertical hold. Sacks thought that the patient cnuld not reach to fix the 
vertical hold. When the doctor adjusted the screen, the patient lapsed back into 
a sleeping sickness stance. The pattern as opposed to normal television was 
apparently more stimulating to him thus holding his attention. 
In the other � a female patient wruld repeatedly walk across the flcx:r of 
the large activity room to a point where the black and white flocr tile was 
replaced with solid white tile. This nonpatterned area surrounded the water 
fruntain and windows which were the only view to the main entrance to the 
hospital. Once she made it to the point where the flcx:ring changed, she would 
stop and lapse into a sleep like trance Dr. Sacks thought that she wanted to go 
to the water fountain. However, she was responding to a deeper, more 
emotional need than to quench her thirst. Sacks and an assistant painted black 
squares oo the white solid area to continue the checkerboard pattern 
throughrut the area. The patient traveled past the fountain to gaze out of the 
windows at the rnly vie1N of the entrance to the building to where she had 
entered fer treatment many years before (Sacks, 1973). 
In l.xJt:h of these instances, the regular environment did not mntain pattern 
mo.rement to maintain brain stimulatirn. By changing the environmental 
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pattern, the patient in the former example had suffident infcrmation to use the 
envirrnment to achieve her goal. In the former case, the loss of stimulation 
caused a negative behavicr. 
From this information, it is obvious that the pattern design in certain 
environmental situatirns enables people to better use the environment. In the 
next chapter, the relationship between changes in scale and alteratirns in the 
brain activity of subjects williE introduced through the time relativity model 
d IR Long (1981, 1983). This infcrmatian is essential to understanding the 
impcrtance of pattern scale as an envirmmental feature of presdtool play 
areas. 
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2.0 ffiNCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 
2.1 Time Relativity :rv1odel by De Lmg 
� Long oh5erved during a series d studies with adult sut;ects that the 
scaled the envirmment affects the individual's sense of timing. Further 
studies led him to develqJ an experiential model relating space and time to 
explain his findings. Additiooal work with tasks and infcrrnatioo prCXESSing d 
subjects illustrate the relatimship between the scale of the envirmment and 
environmental features to the individual's :perception d time 
� Long's time relativity model is directly related to bidogical and 
physidogical fcrces within animals. The model presents a direct ea:logical 
link between environment and behavicr. The fdlowing section will present the 
progressive studies d his model develcpect throogh natural observatim while 
ce11ducting scale model research fer ether intenticns. 
Synopsis of Scale Model Studies 
The natural repcrt ct infcrmants was the starting paint of hOIN the scaled 
the envircnment directly influences :perception d time Adults partidpated in 
studies to investigate the reliability d using scale models to design hanes and 
to help detennine the mast apprqJriate scale representatioo ct a full size 
environment. Repeatedly these infcrmants reported that the time spent with 
the model was looger than the dock time (De Lcng 1977; De Lrng 1976). The 
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subsequent progression of questirns and answers fran the secoodary results of 
these scale mcx.iel studies a:nstitute the experiential space time mcxiel' s 
foundation. 
De Long (1981) reported a series of findings based rn his work with scale 
rncx.iels. Apparently, the differences in scale from normal wcrld to scale mcxiel 
environment alters peoples' perceptirn of time. From his studies with adults, 
De Lrng derived the famula: E = x (D. Vv'here E is the experiential temporal 
duration, and T equals the elapsed step watch duratirn and the fader x is the 
redprocal of the scale of the environment being evaluated. For instance an 
informant in a 1/12 scale mcx.iel (x=12) feels like 30 minutes (E) has passed for 
his scale figure in roughly 2.5 minutes of elapsed, stop watch time (1). 
Differences in real and perceived time passage arerelative to the scale of the 
model. Viewing a reduced scalerncxiel, one proportionally smaller than the 
subject being mcxieled, makes the individual viewing it feel larger. For adults, 
the proportion to the real world is a 1/1 scale relatirnship. Since the adult size 
wcrld is large in canparisan to children, a relationship of E < T (scale2 1) may 
denote the relationship between children and time experience. In summary, 
when people feel large relative to their envirrnment, time perception speeds 
up. Vv'hen individuals feel small relative to their environments time perception 
slO\.oVs dCM'n. 
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Synopsis ci Time Perceptirn and Task Studies 
De Lrng and Lubar (1979) foond that under three types ci large and small 
scale modificaticns, EEG readings changed in adult suqects. These conditirns 
included: three dimensimal scale changes using 1 /12th and full scale 
environments, two dimensiooal scale changes (large and small slides shCMTn to 
suqects) and ambient scale changes (tlue and red cdcr slides). All ci the 
smaller scale ccnditioos registered increases in EEG readings. The findings 
suggested a mere alert train and/ cr increased infcrmatirn processing 
A study en task perfcrmance associated with infcrmatirn processing 
(De Leng , 1983) was ccnducted with large and small video screens, 23" and 7". 
Dependent measures a:nsisted ci game sccres and the length ci games 
reccrded by stop watch. Results indicated that effidency ci the player 
increased with the smaller screen. Players repcrted that when playing en the 
smaller screen that the game seemed slCMTer, but higher sccres were recorded 
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in less time under the smaller scale ccnditions. Perfcrmanceincreased by 
12-15% en the smaller screen. Scale apparently influences information 
prcx::essing and thus task/game playing perfcrmance. 
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Synapsis of Work with a Primitive Reptile Genus 
To examine the effects of scale changes on behavioral timing, and to see if 
this phenomenon might be evdutionarily primitive, the explaratory Iatendes 
of lizards in novel environments were investigated ( � Long Greenberg and 
Keaney 1986). Navel environments consisted of two spares finished with the 
same visual pattern in two different scales. The difference in the size of the 
patterns was a 2/1 comparison, large to small. Lizards were alternately placed 
in large and small navel settings after habituating to a similar home 
environment. If scale changes directly mediate the behaviaral timing of the liz­
ard's latency response before the beginning of exploratory behavicr, then 
dividing large scale latendes by small should result in an index: ratio of 2.0. 
� Long repcrted an index of 1.91. 
In summary, � Long's space time relativity research suggests that scale 
influences a very primitive part of our functirning and roping within the 
physical environment. Since adults reported differences in time perception 
relative to the scaled envirooments (� Loog, 1981) and tasks (De Loog 1979, 
1983), it is logical that children may be processing information at rates relative 
to their sizes in the environment. In wcrking with children, the concepts of 
scale and timing would be diffimlt to understand and repai: to researchers. 
Therefore observation of children at play is an appropriate measure of their 
interaction with the environment. 
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2.2 Play Behavior and Problem Solving 
The Complexity d Play 
Play is more a:::mplex than mast people assume Smilansky (1968) 
prcpased three levels of play, exploratory, constructive, and dramatic Mast 
children will progress through the cycle fran exploratory play to the next 
levels, rnnstructive and dramatic Exploratory play is identified as when 
children approach a toy and question what can one do with it (Hutt, 1979). 
Constructive play may be the most critical perioo for preschCXJlers. Her� a 
child has identified the toy and will investigate different play approaches. He 
or she can use other objects to study what can happen to the toy, such as 
cutting play dough with a knife The significant play behavior associated with 
coostructive play is building or constructing sanething. Dramatic play cx:curs 
when the object amstructed becomes an imaginary object. Fer example, the 
play dough strips ronstructed at the earlier stage in this hypothetical cycle may 
beccme pretend toast. 
Problem Solving and Play 
Smilansky' s play cycle was identified by Tegano, Sawyers, & Moran ( 1989) 
as a aitical rnmponent d their problem sdving mooel in children. Essentially, 
children need to experience each level d play to develop their own problem 
solving skills. Recent work by Tegano has fCXllsed on how free play time in the 
preschool dassrcx:m affects the progressicn and completicn d the play cycle 
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Issues of Play and Time in Play 
Christi� Johnson, and Peck over (1988) studied the duratirn of indoor free 
play pericx:is using a random rotation for ol::Eervation. They found that 
children in longer pericx:is of play (30 minutes) exhibited higher percentages ci 
mature (constructive and dramatic) play relative to shcrter (15 minutes) 
periods of free play. Mature play mayre a significant factor in problem solving 
(Tegano, Sawyers, & Moran, 1989). 
Tegano and Burdette (1991) tested Christie and Peckaver's findings using a 
continuous sampling methcx:i. This investigated the amount of time required 
fcr children to enter and potentially complete the play cyde during an activity 
period. Children were observed playing with l:iocks and play dough. Results 
supported Christie's findings that loog pericrls of play (greater than thirty 
minutes) are needed fcr more cnmplex play, cnnstructive and dramatic play. 
More recent research by Teganq Lookabaugh, and May (1991) used blcx:ks 
and play dough to ascertain the points where different children progress 
through the levels of the play cycle Of spedal interest to the investigators 
were observatioos of children in coostructive play. Tegano, Sawyers and 
Moran (1989) reported that the crnstruction phase of play is where problem 
solving is ma;t likely to occur. Oh:iervatirn of the level of play was 
determined by the typed play activity, the facial expression of the children, 
and comments by dtildren. Measurements inducted the level of play and the 
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sequential amoont of play (if appropriate) in each level per each child's play 
session. Results of this study indicate that constructive play is apparently 
increased when children are allowed to impose their 0\NTI structure on play. In 
cnntrast, teachers imprning high structure on play are likely to see a decrease in 
constructive play of children. 
2.3 Interdisciplinary Work: Spatial Scale Effects on Play Behavior 
Through a grant from the American Society of Intericr Designers, De Lon& 
Tegano, Moran, Brickey, Morraw, and Houser ( De  Lon& in press) rnnducted a 
study on the effects of scale on preschCXJl play. Based rn De Lrng's experiential 
space time relativity model and Tegand s 1991 study dCXl.lmenting the levels of 
children's play, the ratirnale was that the effects of spatial scale would produce 
alterations in the play behaviors of preschcrl children. 
Children were oh;erved during morning free play at the play drugh table 
Twooonditirns, normal/contrd designated by a large sheet of vinyl rn the 
floor and three chairs at the table; and a scale crnditirn which consisted of a 
screen perch structure inducting a ceiling was placed rn the vinyl flcx:r. Eleven 
children were observed for a ABAB research design (full scale, reduced scale 
crnditirns). Results indicate that the reduced scale envirrnment prompted a 
reduction in the mean amount of time to enter canplex play, and that children 
spent a greater percentage of their time in ccrnplex play. 
Investigatioo of how the environment can promote and frnter play helps 
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lxth educators and those people involved in the decision making 
processes of preschool design. 01ildren's perception of spatial scale may not 
always involve a physical change in the amount of space. Subtle pattern 
designs may produce similar behavioral effects by altering the children's 
perception of the scale of a given area relative to themselves. 
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3.0 PROBLEM STATEMENT 
Previoos research sugge;ts that spatial scale affects the play behavior of 
preschool children. Reduced scale envirrnmental amditims have resulted in 
increase; of ronstructive time in play and sustained play of children in a 
pre;chool setting (De Long et al., in press). It is hypothesized that changes in 
the perceptual ab.lities of individuals can be affected by the addition ct pattern 
in the envirmment Since the alteratim d scale appears to result in changes in 
infcnnatim processing and attentim span, pattern scale may have a similar 
effect on children's play. 
Play has been linked to prd:lem sdving skill develcpment. Preschool 
research has established that lmger pericds ci free play are required for 
children to advance into higher levels of play. The questim beccme;, what 
envirmrnental attribute; can be inesxpensively rncdified with surface pattern to 
test fer the effects m play behavicr? 
This the;is study addressES the questim of how the scale of surface patterns 
in the preschCXJl near environment will affect children's play with toys. More 
specifically, will change; in the scale of patterns applied to vertical surfaces of a 
play activity area affect the length of play in preschcol children? 
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Hypoth�is: 
Small pattern designs will result in longer play segment lengths as 
arnpared to larger scale pattern design applied in the near environment. 
For this study, the link between the amount of time in play and the level of 
interactirn by each child will inv�tigated by computation of the mean play 
segment length. This measure is defined as the operational definition of 
attentirn span. Comparisrns of the play segment lengths should show that the 
small pattern condition faster longer play segment lengths than the large 
scale pattern design (llldition. 
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4.0 METHOD 
4.1 The Existing Preschcd Setting 
A physical site defines many ci the a:ntrols and subjective variables which 
affect behavicr. Ideally, a natural setting allCM!s the subjects to respood to 
stimuli while remaining unaware that their behavior is under ob;ervatirn. 
Gump (1975) crnsiders the presdlod envirrnment an ideal location for 
observing young children fer accurate accounting d their behavior. Unlike 
observatirns which are conducted within residential settings, the variables 
whidl may affect behavior are more stable and crnsistent for the dlildren in the 
presdloo setting 
The White Avenue Olild Develq_-,ment Lalxratay was an excellent setting 
for this study. Since the lab is operated try the Department ci Olild and Family 
Studies, children are accustcmed to ob;ervation and having multiple adults in 
their dassrocm envirrnment. The staff carefully mrnitcr the suqects during 
r esearch to assure the safety and rights ci the children. .Additionally, the 
program at White Avenue fadlity is responsive to dlild development research. 
White Avenue cmtains two preschool classrocrns. The east classrocm was 
selected fer this study because there was less disruption to existing rootines for 
both dlildren and staff. Effcrts were made through rut the study to maintain 
the regular or ncrmal schedule of the preschcd. The fdlCMting sectirn 
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desaibes a typical day at this preschcd. 
East Oassrcx:rn: Daily Schedule 
The children arrive each morning and proc.eed to either the west classrcx:rn 
or outdoors, weather pennitting. Four year dd children gather for morning 
activities in the East classroom at 9: 00 am. They have a snack, and then, shift 
into 'free play' frcrn 9:15  until 10:00 am ' Free play' is defined by the staff as a 
play pericrl when the children are not required to partidpate in scheduled, 
group activities. Otildren can select from several activity centers throughout 
the rocm throughout the play pericxi time. 
The four year dd children have " group time" unti1 1 0:30 and proreed to 
either outdoor play or the West classrcx:rn. " Group time" consists of a stay or 
a quiet crganized activity. Meanwhil� the three year old children arrive at the 
east dassrcx::m fer 'free play' unti1 1 1 :00 am. Then, both age groups are 
outdcxrs unti1 12: 00 pm when the four year dd children adjourn to the East 
classroom fer lunch and afterncxn nap. From 3:00 until 4:30 pm, all children 
have 'free play' . Recreation time takes place either outdoors with all children, 
er if the weather is inclement, the children divided into age groups indoors. At 
4: 30. both groups assemble for 'free play' in the east dassroom and to await the 
arrival of parent(s) for departure 
Observatirn ocrurred during regular 'free play' pericrls in the East 
dassrcx::m. Session times were as fdlows: the four year old group was from 
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9: 1 5  to 1 0:00 am, the three year old group fran 1 0: 30 unti1 1 1 :00 am, and mixed 
group from 4:30 unti1 5: 1 5  pm If special activities were planned during free 
play, the staff infcrmed the researcher and observation did not cxx:ur. Special 
activities included guest speakers and field trips, such as gang to the libraty. 
East Oassroom: Activity Areas 
This classroom provides multiple areas fer interaction by children with well 
defined arrangements that allow children to seek out activities. The physical 
layout, the amtrol of partidpation by the number of chairs present, the amount 
of adult supervision, and the fixed time schedule fcr activities present at White 
Avenue are ronsistent with methcx.is identified by :Moore (1987) to create 
romdaries fcr levels of interest in children. 
There are many activity areas for children in the East Oassrcx:m during 
'free play' . Toys throughout the preschool dassrcx:m vaty with staff planning 
fcr holiday and learning themes. Activity areas during this research induded; 
a bed< caner, an art easel, puzzle and game areas, an audio area, quiet areas 
and a water table. Plastic bins with small md:or toys are available en the flcxr 
in front of the oh;ervatim lxdh. At the large semi-cirrular tables, children can 
partidpate in adult supervised activities, such as a:rl<ing. 
A quiet ccrner located to the right of the semi-cirrular tables was selected 
for this research ( Figure 1 .). Children used this  area as part of their typical 
play activities within the dassroom. Normal toys in this area indude a wall 
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hung felt l:x:Jard and table toys, such as Fisher Price. In addition, children in 
this area muld be video-taped and observed from the obsetvation l:xxJI:h area 
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Figure 1. Aoor Plan of the East O assroom of VVhite Avenue Child 
Development Laboratay, University of Tennessee, Knoxville. 
Adults normally cyde through play areas to help fa;ter play. During this 
research, staff members were asked to avoid this area, unless their assistance 
was required to subdue disruptive behavicr cr assist with occasiooal problems 
such as regulation of the number of children in the space. At White Avenue, 
me of the methods of tum-taking is to govern the number of children playing 
in an area at one time. The number of chairs " signal" to the children the 
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maximum limit of partidpants in the activity. Additionally, a staff person 
might interrupt play to escort a child to required activities, such as a visit with 
the speech therapist or the restroom 
4.2 Sample 
During the study, an aggregate d twenty-nine, three and four year old 
children were enrolled at 'White Avenue. Prior to the start of the study, the 
parents were introduced to the prqect's oqectives at their summer meeting by 
the researcher. 
Parents were contacted during early lliober to obtain permission for their 
children's partidpation. At the start d data collection, eighty-six percent of the 
parents had granted permission for their children to be observed. By the end d 
the first two weeks of ob;ervation, all parents had granted permission. Since 
all the ohsetvation sessirns were video taped, all children were included in the 
study. One child left the preschoo during the study and was drq>ped fran 
the analysis. The mean age d the three year old dass (fourteen total) was 3 
years 9 months and the mean age of the four year old group was 4 years 8 
months (fifteen total). The mean age of all subjects was 4 years 2 months. 
4.3 Toys Used During Children's Play 
Two types d toys were rotated throughout the study to reduce l.xJredom. 
lllring the foor mmths prior to this study, the toys were rotated every two 
weeks in this area Throughout the study, toys were rotated every three days 
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of ohservation. The toys used were Ftsher Price theme envirrnments and felt 
lxlard. 
The Ftsher Price toys used in this study are cxmmerdally available 
depictirns ci canmrn environments such as a barnyard, schcrl hau� and a 
multi -story house. Figures are simple, blcrl. type peq>le without arms or legs. 
Movable appendages on thefann animals, make these toys mere interactive for 
children. Plate 1 shCMTs a suqed: playing with Fisher Price toys under 
experimental a:nditions. 
Plate 1 .  Phctograph ci Cltild Playing with Fisher Price Toys under 
Experimental Ccnditions. 
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The other toy type rotated during this study was a felt lxlard designed fer 
the table tcp. Black felt m the lxlard surface repeated the cdor d the existing 
wall moonted lxlard. Nevv felt ddls were made and scaled to match pieces in 
the preschcrl. The new figures were mere detailed with fares and prned in 
action pa;itims. Felt ddls were dressed in themes such as school clothes and 
spcrts costumes to emulate play situatirns like the Fisher Price toys. Plate 2 
illustrates a suqect playing with felt board toys under experimental ccnditirns. 
Plate 2. Photograph d Suqect with Felt BOard Toys 
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The play themes of the toys were selected to engage the children in related 
play situatims. The new felt board and figures were introduced into the 
classroom prior to the start of the study. Preschool staff and play specialists on 
this thesis rommittee thought that these toys would be of equal interest to the 
children. The same rotation of play themes was repeated throughout the study. 
For instance, the barnyard theme in the Fisher Price would be fdlCJINed by the 
same with the felt pieces. 
4.4 Research Setting: Spatial Dimensions 
The study involved manipulatim of the quiet area described in the opening 
sectim of Otapter 4. For the rontrd ronditim, this behavior setting was 
manipulated by the rotation of toys, the movement of felt l:XJard play from the 
wall to the table top, and the positioning of an existing screen to define the 
experimental area Data collectors had an unol:..Jstructed view of the nxrn' s 
activities and the research area fran the ol::Eervation l.:xxJt:h which has a 
me-way mirror. (Refer to Figure 1 . ) 
Description of the Control Conditirn 
Under regular dassrocrn conditions, a portable screen separates this quiet 
area from the dcxrway area to the main lobby of the renter. This screen, 4 7 
1 /2" wide x 33" high, provides privacy at a child's seated height. A trapezoid 
table (47" back x 42" froot x 1 9" side ) and two chairs were moved into this 
spare several weeks prior to the study's start. The length or hypotenuse of the 
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table was aligned with the wall. The chairs faCEd the wall. Bcx::kshelves to the 
left ( 48" wide and 12")  deep, separated this area fran the semidra.tlar tables. 
Plate 3 shows children in the research area under the crntrd crnditirns. 
Plate 3. Phctograph ci wntrd crnditirn. Ncte the Location ci Screen Relative 
to Surroonding ArER This Space Was Replicated by Research Structure 
�ptirn ci the Experimental Crnditirns 
A pcrtable structure, ccmparable to panel systems surroonding employees 
in an open space ctfice space, was designed and crnstructed to sustain namal 
pre;chod activity. D.Iring the crnditirns with pattern design, the unit 
remained in the dassroom at all times. Its location and design was 
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nondisruptive to the daily routine. For instanre, cots for sleeping were placed 
within the area during afterncx:n nap time It was important that the structure 
coold be dismantled, easily moved and stored during the cnntrd condition. 
Additionally, the height of 36" permitted vidoo taping of the suqects from the 
observation lxXJI:h while maintaining privacy for children. 1 
Sinre the height of the screen used in regular conditions is 33" , a 36" overall 
height for the new structure allCM'ed for carpet to be installed at the same 
height as the existing screen height. The additiooal 2-1 / 2  inches was 
exposed wood which liended with the area's existing wocxi paneling. 
Vdumetric space across conditions was held constant. Otanges in the scale 
design of the pattern affected the linear scale environment. The planned size 
for the structure's floor perimeter was 50" x 62" x 50" . Due to the carpet 
manufacturer's limitatioos, the structure size was redured to accommodate 
large carpet samples rustan dyed for the prqect. The final inside 
measurements were 47" x 55" x 47" . See Appendix A for descriptioo d 
structure and illustraticn. Plate 4 shows the research structure and the 
immediate surrounding area d the preschool comer. 
1 . Considerations used to determine the best height included; class 
charts of the subject's heights, the Human D imensions (Panerao & 
Zelnik, 1979, pp. l07) standards for a child seated at a table, and the 
maximum height which would afford privacy for the children and 
allow visibility for staff and video observation from the booth. 
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Plate 4. Phctograph ci Structure rn Locatirn. 
4.5 Research Setting: Linear Pattern Scale 
Sutfaces within the play area ansidered for pattern design application 
were the vertical sutfaces, the flocr, and the table tcp. The consensus was to 
restrict pattern designs to vertical surfaces similar to wallpaper in a hane 
setting. 
Carpet was selected as the source ci the pattern design fer two reasrns. 
First, carpet exists in the namal setting as a floor covering and on large 
bled -type dividers in the preschool. Sea:nd, the manufacturer was capalie ci 
produdng pattern and rolcr ccmbinatirns in small quantities as samples. 
Durkan Carpet Mills, Inc. ci Daltrn, Gecrgia, manufacturers ci printed 
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commerdal carpet for the hospitality industry, pnxiuced the patterned carpet. 
Any of their hundreds ci patterns can be custom fabricated in multiple color 
a:mbinations. By using manufactured products which are ru stan dyed, the 
uniformity of the pattern replication and the dye process were assured. 
Mast of Durkan's pattern designs are fairly complex to hide spillage on the 
flCXJrs of restaurants and bars. Simple, nondiagonal patterns were selected 
from sto:k designs for initial evaluation. Fer this research, square patterns are 
used to establish that a simple motif in the near environment will affect play 
behavior. 
Pattern Design Selection Procedure 
Twelve related simple (2 tone) pattern designs ci similar 'square' motifs 
were selected fran stcd< designs by the researcher. Equal numbers of vis ually 
larger and smaller pattern repeats were selected for the a.msensus test. Full 
scale mockups were rendered in marker on 18" x 24" sheets of paper. The 
carpet industty ccmmrnly uses this size fer samples. Exact scale and 
measurements between the elements of the pattern design were verified with a 
mill trip. Cdors for the mo:kups were limited to neutral taupe and brCMit1s. 
Graduate and entry level interior design dasses were independently pdled 
fer their seledirns. Criteria for judging ind ucted similarity in design and 
appropriateness of scale for the study. Student judges were told that wallpaper 
and textile manufacturers commonly use the taupe/ neutral range to gauge 
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pattern respmseindependent d color. Selectioo cf pattern motifs of similar 
design was emphasized, not the ruler d the samples or finished prcxiuct. 
Mx:kup samples were randomly numbered and moonted en the 
dassroom walls. A simple synopsis cf the study's intent was given. Each 
student was asked to critique and select two sets of me small and one large 
design to be used in this study. The mast pcpular set was approved by the 
thesis committee Final colors were selected by this researcher to match the 
existing area used for the research Samples were selected to blend with the 
wood wainscoting in thepreschcd. The manufacturer's porn porn system 
which allows designers to match yarn samples to their color schemes was used. 
The manufacturer was given informatim on the existing lighting a:nditions to 
make apprcpriate adjustments during dyeing. 
Pattern Design IRscription 
The Durkan pattern designs selected were small pattern: Durkan Pattern 
# 1288A and large pattern: Durkan Pattern # 1 33 A (reverse, two rolors). In 
Plate 5, the two patterns are shown together. In Plate 6, the scale relatimship 
between the suqects at play with the felt board toys and the surrrunding 
small pattern design is shown. 
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Plate 5. Photograph at the Small and Large Scale Carpet Pattern �gns. 
Plate 6. Suqects Playing with Felt Board under Small Scale Crnditirns. 
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Linear Scale Relatirnship between the Patterns 
The design d the large pattern is ccrnpased d nine (three by three) 3 1  4" 
squares which are separated by 3 I 4" d grcund cdcr cr a 3 3 / 4" design. The 
small pattern is cnnpased d fcrty nine (seven by seven ) 1 18" squares whidt 
are separated by 1 /4" d groond cdcr cr a 2 1 1 2" design. The large scale 
pattern is 1 .5 times the size d the small scale pattern. Therelatirnship between 
the number d figures in the two patterns is seven (small pattern) to three 
(largepattern). The repeat of the small pattern is three inches and the repeat d 
the large pattern is six inches. Therefcre, the figure I groond scale relatirnship 
d the large to the small pattern is 2 to 1 .  As part d the periphery envirooment, 
the effect shoold be similar to rne' s perceptioo while driving dawn a tree-lined 
street as mentirned by Hall (1966, p. 71). Canparisons are shown in Figure 2. 
1 12. 
Small Pattern Large Pattern 
Figure 2. Graphic Repliartirns of Carpet Pattern Designs. 
Approximately 25 % d criginal size 
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4. 6 Procedure 
The observatirn schedule OCJnsisted ct three conditions, each with two 
1 evels. The normal classroom ronditirn with no pattern and the existing screen 
was Conditirn A or control condition. Condition B amsisted of the ' small 
scale' pattern. The third conditim, C, was the 'large scale' pattern design. As 
stated previously, the toys were rotated every three days. 
All three a:nditirns contained two levels each as part ct the design and as 
a reliability check. Each level ct the three conditirns was observed for one 
week, or approximately fifteen sessirns. Potentially, each day there were three 
potential sessirns to observe 'free play', two morning and rne afternoon. A 
break of one week(fifteen observatirn sessions) was inserted to guard effect of 
predictability ct the research design. Additionally, the staff was instructed to 
put other toys in the area and to leave the screen alone 
The research design was originally consisted of the following sequence of 
conditirns; A1, B1, C1 Break C2, B2, A2.. HO\Never, due to rniscommunicatirn, 
the small pattern scale (condition B, level 2) was inserted after the break. The 
final sequence was as follOvVs; A1, B1, a, Break B2, A2, C2, B3. In summary, 
the research design a:nsisted of no pattern (At), small pattern (B1 ), large 
pattern (C1 ), break (without any regulation ct the preschool setting), small 
pattern ( B2), nopattem (A2), large pattern (C2), and small pattern (B3). The 
research design was structured to allO\N for statistical canparisrns between 
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crnditions (spedfically, small and large scale patterns) and within levels or 
repetitions of the cnnditions. 
There were 105 possible observation sessions during the two mrnth study. 
Fourteen sessirns were not ob;etved during the observatirn time due to other 
group planned activities or extraneous drcumstances. A total of ninety-one 
play sessions were c::hsetved. 
4. 7 Data Collection 
DUring the trial period prior to the start of the study, tests were conducted 
with the data collection methodology to establish guidelines fer observation 
and an apprcpriate instrument to record pertinent infamation about the daily 
activities. 
As the permission slips were returned by parents, numbers were randomly 
assigned to subjects. In the ob;etvatirn lxdh, a photograph album identified 
staff members and children. Stickers with the aforementirned numbers were 
used to identify the children in this album. If a subject was diffirult to identify, 
data crlledors were instructed to note their clothing and later ask the staff to 
identify the child u sing the photograph album 
Undergraduate students from Interior D5ign Program and Cllild and 
Family Studies department received research hours as an independent study or 
class credit while assisting in data crllectirn far this study. Students were 
individually trained by the researcher. Their responsibilities included: setting 
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up a video camera in the observatirn l:xXJth to record the sessirn, rotating the 
toys in the research area, filling out the instrument desaibed below, and 
reccrding the entry and exit of each child into the research area Data 
collectors were suppose to note if the child played with the toy, the reason that 
the child left the area (in many cases, the dialogue or children's comments gave 
this information), and anything unusual about the play episode Data 
mlledcrs were instructed to prnitim themselves in the far stcrls of the 
observatirn l:xXJth indicated by darkened drcles oo Hocr plan (See Figure 1 )  
Rocrn activities and the general mood of the children alrng with any 
unusual occurrences were documented on the research instrument ( See 
Appendix B). Each day instrument notations alxl.lt class activities were 
reviewed by the researcher to track the number of sessirns (AM and PM) of 
observatirn per condition. 
Additirnally, information alx:Jve described in the data collectors' 
responsibilities was noted in a place for each child's identification number. 
This informatioo was used after the research was completed to evaluate the 
preliminary data 
A rand an revievv of tapes was scheduled. In review of the study, it was 
noted that the data collectors' schedules were crnsistent but fairly spread out 
For instan� one student observed every Tuesday and Thursday afternorn. 
Another observed every Monday and Wednesday morning. The researcher 
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crnducted the obsetvatians on Friday afternCXJil and intermittently had to 
collect data for the students due to illness or other conflicts. 
The instrument notatirns about the events appeared to be fairly consistent, 
but because of the number of data collectors (five plus the researcher) there 
appeared to be some ina:nsistencies in the repcrt of actual play events. It was 
decided that a thorough revievv of tapes was necessary to double check data, 
note any unusual behavicr which was not part of the data collectors' notation 
respoosibilities, and serve as a base of inforrnatim for future documentation on 
the rearded data of this study. 
4.8 Data Analysis 
The first step in the analysis d data was the thorough review of the 
instrument to note unusual oca..trrences which may have influenced the 
children. At this point, the Conditicn R3 observatims were evaluated and 
dropped from the analysis. During Conditirn B3, there were many disruptions 
in the preschool envircnment. This condition tcok place during the 
preliminary hdiday season (December 6-12 ) during which there were changes 
in the group canpositirn. These included the additirn of ne\N children and the 
departure of a child. Some children were affected by a flu virus which dosro 
the public schods prior to Thanksgiving. The period after this holiday was 
very busy indcxrs. All children had returned to 1 00% attendance and the 
seasonal weather changes caused an increase in indoor play. Observations 
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were not as mnsistent during this time frame due to examination schedules of 
student data collectors. Therefcre, the data collected during condition B3 was 
inconsistent and dropped to insure internal validity. 
Raw Data Analysis 
Data entries (time in play and number ci play sessions) were qualified by 
review ci tapes. The following guidelines were used by the researcher to 
determine if a child's interaction with the space was to be entered as data 
• Olildren who apprrnched the toy and played or interacted with it for 
more than 25 semnds (dock elapsed time) were recorded . 5  minutes of play. 
Less than 25 secnnds was recorded as zero, cr no play. 
• Any time less than rne minute but more than the 25 seconds as desaibed 
ab:Jve were reccrded as . 5 minutes. After me minut� the actual dcx:k time was 
rea:rded. Fcr instance, uprn entry the camera clod< time was noted at 1 0: 38 
and the child left at 1 0: 40. Two minutes ct play for the child was entered. 
• Olildren had to play cr interact through apparent eye rnntact and some 
level of interest with the table top toys. If during the course of play the toys 
were moved to the flocr or under the table, this was noted. The subjects had to 
keep the toy(s) in the area as defined by the structure cr screen. 
• Olildren who apprrndled the toy withoot toudling it but stayed dose to 
the table with apparent eye contact fcr more than thirty secrnds were a:JU.nted. 
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• Otildren who entered the area, played with the toy, and left to seek help 
from an adult cr friend to help with a problem and returned to interact with 
the toy were recorded far the total time. 
• If a child had a problem, left for help, but got distracted and did not 
return, their play until their departure was rerorded. Data colledcrs were 
instructed to watch the departing children to determine the next locatirn of 
play. Since the sessions were taped, the entry of a new child could be 
determined from the review of tapes. 
• Interadioos with the space when children used the area fer other 
activities such as hiding from parents or socializing with friends were not 
included. 
• Otildren who brought other toys into the area fer play but did not play 
with the research toys were not counted. If they brought another toy into the 
area b.lt played with the research toy, they were included using the time 
guidelines as described ab:Jve 
• Each play segment as outlined aoove was remrded during the 
ohservatioo sessioos. The total number of play segments per child were 
recorded fcr each ol:l5ervation session. 
The total number of play sessions per condition varied acra;s 
ronditions due to ncrmal changes and variatirns in the classrcx:rn activities. 
Because the play in this area was self selected fcr quality and quantity by the 
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subjects, this research was treated as a nrn repeated measures design. The total 
amount of play relative to the crnditirns was the aitical variable All 
partidpatirn was important to determine the actual interaction between the 
subjects and the envirrnment. 
Statistical Procedures 
Analysis of Variance, ANOV A, tests were perfamed on the Madntosh lid 
using Statview II Several tests of ANOV A were performed to test the hypoth­
esis. All procedures were performed at the .05 1eve1 of significance. 
The differences between the control crndition and the pattern rnnditions 
are treated within the ca1text of this analysis as serondary to the differences in 
play under the two pattern conditions. The function of Crnditirn A was to 
control for novelty and :pa;sible after effects of pattern design exposure during 
the experiment. Therefcr� Condition A was not included in the analysis. 
The preliminaty statistical analysis was a 3-Factor ANOV A ccrnpared toys 
( Fisher Price and felt lxlard), sessions (AM and PM), and ccnditirns (B1, B2, C1, 
C2). Results indicate significant differences between the two toys fer play time, 
number of play segments, and mean segment length. The Fisher Price toys 
prancted a much higher level d interest across the crnditirns and parameters 
in review of the means for bath toys. This was not antidpated. Probable 
causes and implicatirns will re disrussed later. 
Additirnal analyses tested for the statistical significance of the differences 
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within and between the levels of the small and large pattern cnnditions of felt 
The results suppcrl the hypothesis that small pattern design in the near 
environment prcduces longer play segment lengths compared with the large 
scale pattern designs. 
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5.0 RESULTS 
Statistical procedures on the sample population supJXrled the research 
hypothesis that the additirn d small pattern scaled design on the vertical 
surfaces of a preschc:d activity area were associated with increased play 
segment length. Fer this study, the play segment length (length in play I 
number of segments) is the cperatirnal definition d attention span. Tha-efore, 
the attention span of the child playing in the small pattern environment was in­
creased. Surprisingly, theresults applied only tothe felt l:nard toys. In 
retrospect, the design and three dimensirnal features ct the Fisher Price toys 
were mere interesting. 
5.1 2 x 2 x 4 Factcrial Analysis d Variance Results 
The independent measures were toys (felt and Fisha- Price), sessions (AM 
and PM), and amdition (B1, C1, B2, C2). ANOVAs on the three dependent 
measures yielded the follCM!ing results. Fer the dependent variaties length d 
time and number d segments, main effects wa-e present fer toys 
[ F (1, 166) = 30.18  > p < . 001 )] and [ F (1, 166) = 5.8 > p < . 001 ] respectively, with 
no inta-action effects. 
For the measure d play segment length the results are mere ccmplex. 
Main effects existed fer l.xJth toys ( F (1, 166) = 25.25 >p < . 001 ) and Condition 
( F (3, 166) = 3.56 >p < . 02). Inspection d the means fer the two toys indicates 
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that the Fisher Price toys were mere interesting to subjects as compared with 
the felt l:oard toys. In Table 1 the means for the Fisher Price are consistently 
higher than the felt board means. Additionally, there appears to be consistent 
readings within conditions, B and C for the felt lX1ard toys. In comparison, the 
Fisher Price toy results do not appear to be consistent within a::mditions. The 
differences between the means may be attributed to faders other the conditions 
of the experiment such as the three dimensirnal design of these toys. The 
remainder of the analysis focuses on the felt l:oard toys. 
Table 1 .  Means from the Inddence Table for Toys and 
Condition fer Play Segment Length. 
Small Large Small Large 
Conditioo B1 C1 B2 (2 
r Bmrd 2.79 .83 2. 99 1 .79 fool 
Ftsher 6.21 3.64 3.76 4.74 
5. 2 Results of Analysis on Fisher Price Toy Play Within Levels of Conditions 
The ANOV A results on the Fisher Price toys support the earlier sperulation 
that the play with Fisher Price toys was not significantly affected by the 
conditirns. None of the dependent measures were statistically significant 
Inspectirn ci the means and standard deviatirns by level (see Table 2) 
support the reasrning that the Fisher Price toy play was influenced by a 
number ci faders other than the crnditirns. All of the SDs are relatively high 
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canpared to the means cf each d the levels of the ronditicn. This means that 
the distribution around the mean pa;sessed greater variance and therefcre the 
influence cf the conditions on play with Fisher Price toys was affected by other 
variables. 
Table 2. Ccmparison of the Results rn the Fisher Price Toys 
Time in Segment Play Segment 
Play Nmnber Length 
Mean Mean Mean Time in Time in Time in 
Minutes Minutes Minutes Ccnditioo SD SD SD 
B1 9.8 7.84 1 .59 0.73 6.21 4.95 
C1 8.98 8.36 2. 32 1 .55 3.64 2.61 
B2 6.34 6.39 1 .54 0.88 3.76 2.80 
C2 7.69 5.40 1 .95 1 . 47 4.74 4.21 
5.3 Results ci AN OVA rn Felt Board Toys Between Conditirns 
Divided cy Levels 
The next analysis canpared the differences in the means between the levels 
of ronditions B and C to ascertain if the differences in the means within levels 
ct the ronditirns were significant fer the felt board activity. If the differences in 
the means within ccnditirns were significant, then faders other than the 
pattern scaled designs were causing the effects rn play. Felt board play 
ccnsisted of four levels ( B1, C1, B2, C2 or small pattern, large pattern). 
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For the dependent measure time in play, the ANOV As were significant 
with a ( F (3, 85) = 4. 59 >p < . 01 ). Post hoc tests (Fisher PSLD and Scheffe 
F-test) indicate that the means within condition levels of lxth B and C were not 
statistically different and that the means amparing between condition dasses 
were significant No significance was found for the measure segment number. 
In the results for play segma:1t length, the means between amditions 
divided by levels were significantly different with a ( F (3, 85) = 4.04 >p < . 001 ). 
Post hoc tests indicated that the differences were between oonditirn classes and 
not within levels of the oonditions. Refer to Table 3. 
Table 3. Comparisrn of Post Hoc Tests on the Differences Between Means 
of Play Segma:1t Length within Conditions and Between Conditions. 
Ncte � Indicates significance at the . 05 level of analysis. 
Cmtparisons Fisher PSLD Sdleffe F-test 
B1 vs Cl 1 .37 .. 2.67 
B1 vs B2 1.26 0.03 
Bl vs C2. 1.61 0. 5 
Cl vs B2 1 .35 .. 3 .35 .. 
Cl vs C2. 1 .69 0. 43 
B2 vs C2 1 .19  0.74 
In addition, from inspectirn of the means for the different levels of the 
Conditirns B and C it appears that the children's play segment lengths were 
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almost twice as long under the B a:::nditions as seen in Table 4. 
Table 4. Comparison of Means Between and 
Within Conditions for Felt Board Play 
Mean Time (Minutes) 
Crnditions Time in Segment Play Segment 
Play Number Length 
B1 3.73 1 .27 2. 79 
Ct 1 .20 1 . 40 0. 83 
B2 4. 05 1 .43 2. 99 
C2 2. 0 1 .25 1 .79 
5. 4 Analysis of Differences Between B and C Conditions 
for Felt Board Play 
The final step of this analysis tested for differences between the crnditions 
B and C A significance for length of play was found with a ( F (1, 67) = 8.36 >p 
< . 01 ) . Comparison of the means fcr the two conditirns 5.01 (B) and 1 .81 ( 0  
indicates that children played for almost three minutes Jrnger rn the average in 
the small pattern a:mditions as canpared with the large pattern a:::nditirns. 
The differences were significant fcr both Fisher PSLD (2.21)and Scheffe F-test 
(8.36) post hoc tests at the . 05 level. No significance was found in the analysis 
for the measure segment number. Play segment length results are significant 
( F (1, 67) =8.39 >p < . 01 ). Canparisrn of the means indicate that rn the 
average children would spend 2.66 minutes in the small pattern coodition 
when playing with the felt board as compared Vvith 1 .  32 minutes in the large 
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pattern crnditions. Again, lxth the Fisher PSLD ( . 93) and Scheffe F-test (8.39) 
post hoc tests were significant 
In summary, we can say that the small pattern scale conditions (B) have 
statistically significant effects on the felt board play behavior of d1ildren in this 
study. Since play segment length is the operatirnal definition of attention 
span, we can say that the relative scale changes in the environment appear to 
alter attentirn span. 
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6.0 IMPLICATIONS 
6.1 Specific Issues 
There are five impcrtant issues in these research findings. The primary 
finding is that the alteratirn of the play envirrnment affects the felt board play 
behavior d the preschool children in this study. Equally important is the 
finding that results similar to those found by the spatial scale research 
ccnducted by Th Long et al (in press) were present with a very subtle change 
in the envirrnrnent, specifically a change in the scale d wall patterns. The 
issue d the use d pattern scale in the preschool classrcxm is pertinent to l:XJth 
designers and educators. The secondary findings d the pattern scale 
relationship to scale relatiooships used by De Lrng et al. (1986) should be 
addressed in future research. Additionally, the differences between the two 
toys used in this research is impcrtant. Apparently, the Fisher Price toy play 
was not suqect to the same effects under the pattern crnditirns as the felt 
board play. 
Felt Board Play Findings 
Fran the primary finding that the felt lxlard play was affected by the small 
pattern cmditirns, it is logical to assume that the smaller pattern design 
provided additirnal envirrnmental support for the children's play. The 
smaller pattern appears to suppcrt crnrentratioo and thus attentioo during 
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play with the felt ooard toys. Like the Fisher Price, the felt hJard toys are 
interactive but require a greater amount of imagination due to the basic 
two-dimensirnal design. Play with other rnmparable toys may be similarly 
affected by the introouction of a smaller scale pattern. Other types of activities, 
sum as academic study may be affected by the addition of similar scale pattern 
into environmental settings. 
Comparisons with Interdisciplinazy Spatial Scale Research 
In the previous study by De Loog et.al. (in press), the spatial scale was 
altered by a screen porch structure available to the children only during 
observatirn time. The structure was removed daily to aca:mmooate aftemcx.m 
play and nap time Otildren experienced the real sense of entering into a 
different space within the existing preschcrl environment. 
Even though the structure designed and built for this study presented walls 
and enclosure similar to an open c:fflce system for adults, there were more 
oppatunities for interadicn Since this structure stayed in the rcom during the 
research, it became an e.x:tensirn of the walls and furniture. The rolors chosen 
for this research pattern carpet were selected at the site to blend with the 
existing wood tooes of the wood paneling. The simple pattern did not crntrast 
extensively with the behavicral setting. By the middle of the study, children 
used the area for hiding from parents and as a prop to lean over and 
observe children at play at the table Additirnally, the area was used by 
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children for other activities. Occasionally, a child would bring a toy into the 
space and play until a staff member told him or her to restrict play to the toys 
available in the area 
Pattern Scale in the Preschool Oassroom 
As a part of the classroom, the finding that the subtle pattern OJndition was 
statistically significant in this felt board play area for this group of children is 
important. There is a tendency to limit or eliminate pattern design around 
children. Pattern application should be spedfically defined in the classroom. 
The findings of this study suggest that certain types of activities may be 
enhanced by the additirn of sane pattern into an activity area 
There are probable limits to the amount and distribution of pattern in 
the near environments of preschoo children. It is the a:ntention of this 
research that pattern scale design should be used to enhance areas where 
children require greater concentration. It is reasonatie to postulate that too 
much pattern, patterns which are highly, visually stimulating (diagonal, 
multicolored, or overwise distracting), and larger designs should be avoided. 
Further research should test patterns such as the simple, linear design used 
for this study in different types of activity centers. Suggestions include reading 
comers, music listening areas, and other centers where small groop cr solitary 
play is  expected. 
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Pattern Scale Relationship 
A secondary finding is related to the two to one scale relationship used in 
the Th Long et al. ( 1986) study. The patterns used to test lizard latency 
resp:mses had a 2 / 1  scale design. As in that previous study, the behavioral 
measurement of this thesis research, time, was doubled under the smaller scale 
crnditions (2.66 to 1 .32 minutes per play segment length) . 
Sinre the patterns were selected for similarity of design, this direct 
relationship is to be interpreted with cautirn. This finding was not part of the 
hypothesis for this study. The 2/1  scale relationship is the figure/ ground 
repeat which may have affected the children's peripheral vision. The influenre 
appears to be present, but further study and a more rigorous research method 
would be necessary before that correlation can be stated without reservation. 
Play Behavior Differencei Between Felt Board and Fisher Prire Toys 
The most surprising aspect ci this research is the differenres between the 
play behaviors relative to the two toys. The two were selected as comparable 
preschool toys to redure the boredom with the play area Several reasons are 
probable for the differences. There may be an assumption by staff and 
observers that children play equally with Fisher Prire and felt l::oard. This was 
not found to be the case in this study. The notion that the two types of toys are 
equally appealing may be due to a lack of ol:Eervation en the actual time spent 
playing with these two toys. Staff and observers may be mere cognizant of 
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other aspects of behavior a::mpared to the actual time spent in play with 
specific toys. Factcrs such as the gender of the children playing in the l ocality 
at a partirular time, the other activities and toys available in the room, and the 
general rotation of the toys in the area may also affect play preferences. 
HO\!Vever, one probable cause for the difference is the three dimensional 
design of the Fisher Price toys. The play environment such as the barnyard 
include the bam, farm animals, and small figures. Olildren manipulate the 
figures through the spaces and thus experience the movement of the play 
pieces. Therefore, the child while playing with the Fisher Price figures will ad 
out or portray a rde, such as the farmer figure. There is minimal detail on the 
Fisher Price people but the figures strongly suggest stereotypes that children 
can identify. This strong association allCMrs the chil d  to quickly assume a role 
while manipulating the figures. 
Typically in this preschool to central fer boredom, Fisher Price toys are 
placed in the classrooms but rn a less frequent basis. Some children appear to 
have a strong preference for the three dimensional type of toy. Therefcre, they 
may have dominated the Fisher Price play time, since aa:ess to this toy was 
restricted somevvhat. Since this was not a repeated measures design, 
canparisons were net made on the repeated visits within a session by children. 
Research should be mnducted to explore the addition ci subtle pattern in 
settings where crrtcentration is required, such as a study area Because pattern 
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is a related issue of scale and " self" in the environment, the size and intensity of 
the pattern may be related to age, size, or gender of the subject(s). Hall (1966, 
p. 63) states that "man's sense of space is dosely related to his sense of self, 
which is  an intimate transaction with his environment. Man can be viewed as 
having visual, kinesthetic, tactile, and thermal aspects of his self which may be 
either inhibited or enCXJUraged to develop by his environment." Research 
shoold continue to explore havv the envirooment can shape or mold the 
individual. Children with special needs can benefit fran the positive influence 
of a supportive and stable physical environment Quality research conducted 
in natural settings which investigates and rommunicates findings to the people 
who provide for spedal children is needed 
6.2 Generic Issues 
Hall (1966, p. 4) stated that "man is capal:ie of creating his biotype and thus 
determining what type of organism he will be". For children, the creation of 
self is dependent on the provisions of adults and the fostering afforded by the 
environment. The research and documentation of the interactions of children 
with their environments that prcmotethe rognitive, rultural, emctianal, and 
physical development are critical concerns to all roncemed with the long term 
ramifications. The environment can be designed (encoded) and regulated to 
provide more optimal settings for children. 
Problem solving skills emerge, form, and develop during the seemingly 
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simple task of play (Teganq Sawyers, & Maran, 1989). All children require 
adequate time to explore and experiment during play. The preschcrl system 
through its formal or structured rultur� may not promote extended play 
periods responsive to individual needs. 
It is noted that the effects of pattern design as an environmental feature are 
generally nat considered a factor in research in many fields. The results of this 
study should caution future researchers against this oversight in studies where 
the activity cr behavior may be influenced by the addition or existence of 
pattern design in the near environment. 
This thesis is an extension of the interdisplinary wcrk which began an 
explcratirn of the factors in the envirrnment that may alter the play behavior 
by increasing the attentirn span of children. The prindple roncem ci this area 
ci research is to enhance the learning and play environments of children. All 
children can benefit from this researdt. Havvever, the fad that the physical 
environment can enhance play behavior and attention span is an impatant 
finding for tha;e children with limited attention spans. Typically, 
amphetamines are used as treatment to speed up the brain' s activity. Since the 
scale alteration affected the brain activity of adults during tasks and 
information processing ( De  Long & Lubar, 1979), and the level of play was 
positively affected by the spatial scale changes as reported in De Long et. al . 
( in press), it is  logical that children with attention span problems may benefit 
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from this research Further study in the area of attention span relative to 
environmental scale changes is necessary. 
Additionally, the experience of time is an issue of the man environment 
relationship which needs further exploration. The ongoing work of � Long 
has established a link between people and a more primitive internal sense 
which regulates the experience of time relative to scale changes in the 
immediate environment. The physiological connection to time experience and 
scale through the nervous system is the foundation of this important link. As 
research establishes and strengthens the foundation this model, other aspects of 
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DESCRIPTION OF THE RESEAROI STRUCfURE 
Hardwood fir two by foors were used to ccnstruc!: the frame fer the carpet 
to be moonted oo vertical surfaces. The structure's interlcx:king joints provided 
stability. Metal mending plates and flat a::rner iroos with predrilled holes were 
used to secure the wood members together. One persoo can asseml:ie the three 
sections with a screwdriver. The inside was ronstructed to easily attach the 
1 /4" thick carpet to the exposed two by foor wood members. A ooe by two 
wood strip is moonted center oo the inner edge c:i the two by foor frame to 
serure dawn the middle c:i the large carpet samples. The right wing 
perpendicular to the doer was designed to l:iend with the existing wood 
paneling. A birch plywcxxi panel was fitted inside the two by four wood frame 
and secured with quarter round mdding. All woo::i surfaces were sanded and 
finished with shellac to blend with the existing wood wainscctting. The size, 
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RESEARCH INSTRUMENT 
Text i l e  Pattern Research Observat i on I nstrument 
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